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DIRECTED POLYMERS IN RANDOM ENVIRONMENT WITH
HEAVY TAILS
ANTONIO AUFFINGER AND OREN LOUIDOR
Abstract. We study the model of Directed Polymers in Random Environment in 1  1
dimensions, where the distribution at a site has a tail which decays regularly polynomially
with power α, where α P p0, 2q. After proper scaling of temperature β1, we show strong
localization of the polymer to a favorable region in the environment where energy and
entropy are best balanced. We prove that this region has a weak limit under linear
scaling and identify the limiting distribution as an pα, βq-indexed family of measures on
Lipschitz curves lying inside the 45-rotated square with unit diagonal. In particular,
this shows order n transversal fluctuations of the polymer. If, and only if, α is small
enough, we find that there exists a random critical temperature below which, but not
above, the effect of the environment is macroscopic. The results carry over to d   1
dimensions for d ¡ 1 with minor modifications.
1. Introduction
Originally introduced in [7], Directed Polymers in Random Environment is a model
for an interaction between a polymer chain and a medium with microscopic impurities.
The reader can find mathematical and physical background material in surveys [3] and
[5]. In this model, the medium with defects or environment is represented by a random
measure σ with support in Z
 
 Zd, the shape of the polymer (random due to thermal
fluctuations) is represented by the Z
 
Zd-trajectory of a simple random walk on Zd and
the interaction is expressed as a measure change. More precisely, conditioned on σ, the
n-monomer polymer chain is a random nearest-neighbor path s : r0, ns X Z Ñ Zd chosen
according to the following Gibbs distribution:
µσβpsq 
1
Qσβ
exp pβHσpsqq ; Hσpsq  σpsq, (1.1)
where Hσpsq is the Hamiltonian or energy of s, σpsq is to be understood as the measure
under σ of graphpsq  tpx, spxqq : x P r0, ns X Zu, the parameter β P r0,8q represents
the overall strength of the interaction (inverse temperature) and Qσβ is the normalizing
constant.
It is believed [5] that there exist thermodynamic phases in which the effects of the en-
vironment on the shape of the polymer become macroscopic in scale. More explicitly, it is
expected that in d 6 2 and any finite temperature, or d ¡ 2 and low enough (but not nec-
essarily zero, at least for d small enough) temperature, the behavior of the polymer path is
super-diffusive with transversal fluctuations of order n1{2 ǫ for some ǫ ¡ 0, while in infinite
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(d 6 2) or high enough (d ¡ 2) temperature the polymer is diffusive with fluctuations of
order n1{2. These two phases - the strong-disorder phase and weak-disorder phase (respec-
tively) and the conditions for their occurrence should be universal with respect to a large
class of environment distributions, including the case where tσptzuq : z P Z
 
 Zdu are
i.i.d. with distribution whose tail decays sufficiently fast. Partial results in this direction
have been established in [2, 3, 8, 14].
In the strong disorder phase the attraction to regions in the environment with relatively
low energy has a non-negligible counter-effect to the entropic tendency of the polymer to
diffuse, resulting in a pinning or localization of the polymer to a region in the environment
where the balance between entropy and energy is optimal. The transversal fluctuations
of the polymer are therefore significantly effected by the fluctuations in the shape of this
favorable region. This pinning becomes absolute in the extreme case of zero temperature
(formally, the weak limit of µσβ as β Ñ 8). Here entropy no longer plays a part and the
system is uniformly in one of its ground states - states in which the polymer path is a
minimizer of the energy Hσpq (equivalently, maximizer of σpq). Universal super-diffusive
behavior is expected here as well and some progress has been made in this direction (see
[1, 9, 11, 13] and also the surveys on the equivalent models of Directed First/Last Passage
Percolation in [10, 12]).
In this paper we address the case where pσptzuqqz are i.i.d. but their distribution has a
(right) tail which is heavy enough to fall outside the universality classes discussed above.
Inspired by [6], we assume that the tail of the distribution at each site is regularly varying
with index α P p0, 2q, namely
Ppσptzuq ¡ tq  tαLptq , (1.2)
where Lptq is a slowly varying function (Lptuq{Lptq Ñ 1 as t Ñ 8 for all u ¡ 0 - this,
of course, includes all constants). We also assume that σptzuq are positive absolutely-
continuous random variables and, for the sake of simplicitly, treat only the d  1 case.
We show [Theorem 2.1] that for any finite temperature, the polymer is localized to the
path along which the energy is minimal, i.e. thermal fluctuations are negligible - this is
because entropy is of smaller order compared to energy in this case. Consequently, it is
natural to let β go to zero with n and indeed if
βn  βn
12{αL0pnq (1.3)
where L0pnq is a related slowly varying function, the system exhibits a non-trivial interplay
between energy and entropy. Under this scaling, we show [Theorem 2.1] that the n-
monomer polymer chain is localized (in probability, exponentially fast) to a cylindrical
region of diameter opnq around a random favorable curve [Equation (2.7)], i.e. one that
optimally balances entropy and energy under σ. Zero (resp. infinite) temperature behavior
is recovered if βn grows faster (resp. slower) than n
12{αL0pnq.
A weak limit for the distribution of the favorable curve under linear scaling is then
shown to exist [Theorem 2.2] and the limiting distribution (on a proper topological space
of directed curves lying in the 45-rotated square with unit diagonal) is explicitly described.
The limit is constructed as the distribution of the (almost-surely) unique global solution
to a variational problem on the space of curves [Equation (2.9)]. The functional being
maximized is random and can be viewed as assigning to a curve the difference between its
3entropy gain and energy cost under a proper (random) limit environment. These limiting
distributions form a two-parameter family of measures on curves tMα,β , α P p0, 2q, β P
r0,8su [Proposition 2.4], where Mα,8 is the scaling limit of the ground-state path, which
was studied in [6].
Combining these results we obtain [Corollary 2.3] a linear scaling limit for the uncon-
ditional distribution of the polymer’s path and transversal fluctuations of order n - quite
different from the light tail case. This happens for all β ¡ 0 (under scaling (1.3)). Never-
theless [Proposition 2.5], when α is small enough there exists a random variable βc positive
a.s. (but arbitrarily small with positive probability) such that if β   βc then the polymer
localizes around the x-axis (s  0), thereby exhibiting an infinite-temperature behavior
and if β ¡ βc, the polymer tends to drift away from the axis. This can be viewed as a
quenched phase transition with a random threshold value.
Although we only treat the 1 1 dimensional case here, the problem is exactly the same
for all dimensions, with minor changes due to the different geometry. In particular, for
any d, the right normalization is βn  βn
1pd 1q{αL0pnq and the limit curves live inside a
d  1 regular polyhedron.
2. Setup and Results
In this section we introduce notation and state our main results. Let n be a positive
natural number. Set L  tap1, 1q  bp1,1q : a, b P Zu and Ln 
1
n
L. Define D  tpx, yq :
|y| 6 minpx, 1 xqu, D0  Dztp0, 0q, p1, 0qu and Dn, D
0
n as the intersection of D, D
0 with
Ln. Let L
0 be the set of all real Lipschitz functions on r0, 1s with Lipschitz constant 1,
vanishing at 0 and 1 and
L
0
n 
 
s P L0 : pk{n, spk{nqq P Ln, k  0, . . . , n
(
.
L0n can be viewed as the set of linearly interpolated 1{n-scaled trajectories of a simple
random walk conditioned to hit 0 at time n and hence a finite subset of L0. Note that
γ P L0 ñ graphpγq  D. Endow L0, L0n with the L
8 norm and Borel sigma algebras B0
and B0n. Let P (resp. Pn) be the set of all probability measures on L
0,B0 (resp. L0n,B
0
n).
We shall treat Pn as a subset of P.
The entropy of a γ P L0 curve is Epγq where
Epγq 
»
1
0
epγ1pxqqdx (2.1)
and e : r1, 1s Ñ R is defined as
epxq  1
2
rp1   xq logp1  xq   p1 xq logp1 xqs . (2.2)
E is well defined since γ is differentiable almost everywhere with |γ1pxq| 6 1. In fact, it
is the rate function in the large deviations principle for the sequence of uniform measures
on L0n (this is essentially Mogulskii’s Theorem - see [4], Section 5.1).
σn will denote the
1
n
-scaled and D0n-restricted version of σ. That is, σn is a positive
measure on D0n with i.i.d weights which satisfy (1.2). The scaled analog of µ
σ
β is
µn,βpsq 
1
Qn,β
exp pβσnpsqq for s P L
0
n. (2.3)
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It is a standard fact (see Section 1.1 in [15]) that the distribution of σnptzuq is in the
max-domain of attraction of the Fre´chet distribution, namely there exist pbnqn > 1 such
that if pU in, Z
i
nq P pR ,D
0
nq are the value and position of the non-ascending i-th order
statistic of pσnptzuqqz , then for any fixed k > 1
ppb1n U
i
n, Z
i
nqq
k
i1 ñ ppV
i, Ziqqki1 , (2.4)
as nÑ8, where the limit is non-degenerate. The constants bn can be written as
bn  n
2{αL0pnq (2.5)
where L0pnq is a related slowly varying function. This is the motivation behind the scaling
of the temperature and accordingly if βn denotes inverse temperature at system order n,
we assume
lim
nÑ8
bn
n
βn  β
8
, (2.6)
where β
8
P r0,8s  r0,8q Y t8u. This is a more explicit version of (1.3).
The favorable curve, around which concentration occurs, is γn,βn , where
γn,β  argmax
γPL0
pβσnpγq  nEpγqq . (2.7)
The properness of this definition is discussed in Lemma 4.1. Localization is “exponentially
fast in probability”, by which we mean
Theorem 2.1. For all ǫ ¡ 0, δ ¡ 0 there exist ν ¡ 0 such that
µn,βn

}s γn,βn}8 ¡ δ
	
6 enν if β
8
  8 ,
µn,βn

}s γn,βn}8 ¡ δ
	
6 eνbnβn if β
8
 8 ,
with Pn-probability at least 1 ǫ as long as n is large enough.
Denote by Mn,β P P the distribution of γ

n,β, namely Mn,βpq  Pnpγ

n,β P q. Under
(2.6) the sequence of measures pMn,βnqn > 1 has a weak limit in P. This limit measure is
constructed on top of the scaling limit of the position and weight of the environment point
masses, i.e. the infinite collection ppV i, Ziqq8i1 of which each finite subset ppV
i, Ziqqki1 has
a law as in the limit in (2.4). It is a standard fact that pZiq8i1, pV
i
q
8
i1 are independent
of each other and
Zi  UniformpDq i.i.d. ; V i
d
T

1
α
i (2.8)
where Ti is the sum of i independent exponentials with rate 1. We can then define the
“limit environment” as
π
8

¸
i
V iδ
 
  Zi

.
Note that while π
8
as a measure may be infinite (for α > 1), as a function π
8
pγq 
π
8
pgraphpγqq, it is bounded on L0, with P
8
-probability 1, where we denote by P
8
the
underlying measure. This follows from Theorem 2.1 in [6].
5The limit curve pγ
8,β is defined, analogously to the finite case, as the solution to a
variational problem on L0, namely
pγ
8,β 
"
argmaxγPL0 pβπ8pγq Epγqq β   8
argmaxγPL0 π8pγq β  8
(2.9)
A maximizer always exists and it is unique. This will be proved in Lemma 4.1. Formally,
however, we shall set pγ
8,β  8, if one of these conditions fails. With Mα,βpq  P8ppγ8,β P
q, we can now state
Theorem 2.2. Mn,βn ñMα,β
8
as nÑ8 in P.
The following is an immediate corollary of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Let Sn,βn be a random
variable, taking values in L0n, such that conditioned on the environment σn, its distribution
is µn,βn. The unconditional distribution of Sn,βn , which we will denote by Qn,βn is obtained
by averaging over the environment, namely Qn,βn  Pnµn,βn . Then
Corollary 2.3. Qn,βn ñ Mα,β
8
as nÑ8 in P.
In order to justify that these localization results indeed imply a qualitative Θpnq change
in the shape of the polymer, we have to argue, in addition, that with positive P
8
-
probability pγ
8,β  0. This is included in the next proposition. For two random variables
X, Y we write X ²s Y if X ¤s Y but not X
d
Y .
Proposition 2.4. If 0 6 β2   β1 6 8 then Eppγ
8,β2q ²s Eppγ8,β1q, where pγ8,βi is
distributed according to Mα,βi. In particular Mα,β1 Mα,β2 .
Hence, Mα,β for β P p0,8q is different from both Mα,0  δ0 - the Dirac-mass on the
zero function 0 P L0 and Mα,8 - the distribution of the last passage path, i.e. the path
along which the sum of the mass weights of π
8
(thought of as passage times) is maximal.
The latter was studied in [6] as P .
Nevertheless, it is still quite possible that there exists a non-degenerate random π
8
-
dependent βc such that pγ
8,β  0 if β   βc, but pγ8,β  0 if β ¡ βc. This will show a
(random) phase-transition-like phenomenon, where depending on whether the temperature
is below or above a random threshold, the effect of the environment is microscopic or
macroscopic, measured on the scale of Θpnq. To make this precise, let us define
pw
8,β  max
γPL0
pβπ
8
pγq Epγqq and βc  inftβ > 0 : pw
8,β ¡ 0 u .
The following proposition shows that this indeed occurs for α small enough. The restric-
tions on α are not sharp.
Proposition 2.5.
(1) βc is well defined P8-a.s.
(2) pγ
8,β  0 if β   βc and pγ8,β  0 if β ¡ βc.
(3) if α P r1
2
, 2q then βc  0 with P8-probability 1.
(4) if α P p0, 1
3
q then βc ¡ 0 with P8-probability 1.
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2.1. Organization of the paper. In the remainder of the text, we prove the results in
this section. Section 3 contains some preliminary definitions and tools, on which we base
our proofs. Section 4 contains proofs for Theorems 2.1,2.2 and Corollary 2.3. Section 5
contains proofs for Propositions 2.4 and 2.5. Finally, Section 6 contains proofs for some
of the results in Section 3, which we deferred.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Environments and L0 Curves. We shall call an environment any positive (possibly
infinite) measure on D0 with countable support, for which the collection of mass weights
can be ordered in non-ascending order. If σ is an environment, we denote by pviσ, z
i
σ 
pxiσ, y
i
σqq P R   D
0 the position and weight of the i-th mass in this order (if there are
masses with equal weight, we suppose that they come with a prescribed order). To the
collection tpviσ, z
i
σqu
|σ|
i1, where |σ| is the cardinality of the support of σ, we add two pairs
pv0σ, z
0
σq, pv
8
σ , z
8
σ q with v
0
σ  v
8
σ  0 and z
0
σ  p0, 0q, z
8
σ  p1, 0q. This will simplify things
later on. Thus, σ is identified with two sequences:
vσ  pv
i
σq : i  0, 1, . . . , |σ|,8q , zσ  pz
i
σq : i  0, 1, . . . , |σ|,8q
and
σ 
¸
i0,1,...,|σ|,8
viσδp  z
i
σq.
Both σn and π8 in Section 2 are environments under this definition.
Given i  j P t0, 1, . . . , |σ|,8u, let ∆xσpi, jq  x
j
σ  x
i
σ, ∆yσpi, jq  y
j
σ  y
i
σ, aσpi, jq 
∆yσpi, jq{∆xσpi, jq and set
Ipσq  tι  t0, 1, . . . , |σ|,8u : 0,8 P ι, |aσpi, jq| 6 1 i  j P ιu.
If ι P Ipσq is finite, we shall also treat it as a sequence of indices ι  pιjq1 6 j 6 |ι| ordered
according to the x-coordinate of the indexed point (i.e. j   k ñ x
ιj
σ   x
ιk
σ ). mpσq will
denote the “mesh” of σ, defined as
mpσq  inf
ij
p|∆xσpi, jq| ^ ||aσpi, jq|  1|q ,
where the infimum is over all i, j P t0, 1, . . . , |σ|,8u. The distance between two environ-
ments σ, rσ with equal cardinality |σ|  |rσ|  χ 6 8 is given by
dpσ, rσq  dχpσ, rσq  }vσ  v
rσ}8 _ }zσ  zrσ}8.
This is a well-defined metric on Σχ the space of all environments with cardinality χ. We
shall also use Σχ,n  Σχ for the subset of environments supported on D
0
n and Σχpm0q 
Σχ for the subset of environments σ with mpσq ¡ m0. The intersection is denoted by
Σχ,npm0q.
Given φ : X Ñ R, where X is a closed subset of r0, 1s with L  minpX q and R 
maxpX q, we define linearpφq as the rL,Rs Ñ R function obtained from φ by linearly
interpolating inside all intervals trlpxq, rpxqs : x R X u, where lpxq  maxpX X r0, xsq and
rpxq  minpX X rx, 1sq. Given Z  D, which is a graph of such function φZ , we set
linearpZq  linearpφZq.
7The following two mappings between L0 and Ipσq will be used often in what follows.
Iσ : L
0
Ñ Ipσq is defined as
Ipγq 
 
j P t0, 1, . . . , |σ|,8u : zjσ P graphpγq
(
for γ P L0,
and Γσ : Ipσq Ñ L
0 as
Γσpιq  linear

tz
j
σ : j P ιu
	
for ι P Ipσq.
The validity of these definitions is not difficult to verify. Finally, define Λσ : L
0
Ñ L0 as
Λσpγq  Γ pIσpγqq for γ P L
0.
Below are three technical propositions which we use later in the text. We defer their
proofs to Section 6. Recall the definition of E in (2.1).
Proposition 3.1.
(1) E is lower semi-continuous, strictly convex and positive away from 0.
(2) If Z is a closed subset of graphpγq for γ P L0, then EplinearpZqq 6 Epγq. In
particular, EpΛσpγqq 6 Epγq for any γ P L
0 and any environment σ.
Proposition 3.2.
(1) For all χ0   8, σ P Σχ0 there exists d0  d0pσq ¡ 0 such that Iprσq  Ipσq for
all rσ P Σχ0 with dpσ, rσq   d0. If in addition mpσq ¡ 0, then the same holds with
equality in place of inclusion.
(2) mpq is uniformly continuous on Σχ0pm0q for all m0 ¡ 0, χ0   8.
(3) For all ǫ ¡ 0, m0 ¡ 0, χ0   8 there exists d0  d0pχ0,m0, ǫq ¡ 0 such that if σ,
rσ P Σχ0pm0q satisfy dpσ, rσq   d0 then for all γ P L
0 there exists rγ P L0 such that
(a) }γ  rγ}
8
  ǫ.
(b) rσprγq ¡ σpγq  ǫ.
(c) Eprγq   Epγq   ǫ.
The following are well-known results about large deviation of simple random walk paths.
The emphasis is on the uniformity of the statements. We define µn P Pn as the uniform
measure on L0n.
Proposition 3.3.
(1) For any fixed m0 ¡ 0, χ0   8 as nÑ8

1
n
log µn pι  Iσpsqq  E pΓσpιqq   op1q, (3.1)
uniformly in all σ P Σχ0,npm0q and ι P Ipσq.
(2) For all δ ¡ 0, there exists η  ηpδq ¡ 0 such that as nÑ8,

1
n
log µn p}s Γσpιq}8 ¡ δ| Iσpsq  ιq > η   op1q, (3.2)
uniformly in all σ P Σχ0,npm0q and ι P Ipσq once m0 ¡ 0 and χ0   8 are fixed.
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3.2. Weight-Scaled Environments, Environment Truncation and δ-Optimality.
For stating the results, it was convenient to work with spatially scaled quantities, such as
σn and µn,β. For the proofs, it will turn out useful to define versions of these quantities,
which are also weight-scaled. For β P r0,8q we set β  bnn
1β. In place of σn and µn,β
we have
πn  b
1
n σn , µn,βpsq 
1
Qn,β
exp pnβπnpsqq for s P L
0
n. (3.3)
Clearly µn,β  µn,β and (2.6) reads as
βn Ñ β8 as nÑ 8 ; β8 P r0,8s. (3.4)
For n 6 8, k   8 we define the truncated environment πkn as the one obtained from πn
by removing the masses at indices i ¡ k (recall that masses are ordered in non-ascending
order of their weights). Clearly πn, π
k
n, π8 are random elements of Σn2{42, Σk, Σ8
respectively and (2.4) can be written as
πkn ñ π
k
8
as nÑ8. (3.5)
The corresponding polymer measure µkn,β and the normalization factor Q
k
n,β are defined
as in (3.3), but only with πkn in place of πn.
Next, for 1 6 k, n 6 8, β P r0,8s, we define the “worthiness” W kn,β of an L
0-path
under environment πkn. If n  8, we set
W k
8,βpγq 
"
βπk
8
pγq Epγq if β   8.
πk
8
pγq if β  8.
and if n   8
W kn,βpγq 
"
βπknpγq Epγq if β8   8 or β  0.
πknpγq 
1
β
Epγq if β
8
 8 or β  8.
We set pγkn,β and pw
k
n,β to be the maximizer of W
k
n,β in L
0 and its value. It will be shown in
Lemma 4.1 that this is well-defined for all values of n, β, k, except if β  8, n^ k   8, in
which case a maximizer exist but it is not unique and we apply any a priori deterministic
rule for selecting one of the maximizers as pγkn,8 (for instance, we may choose the unique
one that minimizes E). The definition of pγkn,β clearly extends both (2.7) and (2.9) with
pγ8
n,β
 γn,β and pγ
8
8,β  pγ8,β. From now on we shall omit the superscript k if it is 8. If
δ ¡ 0, we also need
pwkn,βpδq  max
γ PL0 : }γpγk
n,β
}
8
> δ
W kn,βpγq.
Finally, we define the remainder environment as ρkn  πn  π
k
n and its maximal contri-
bution to (minus) the energy of a L0 path is Rkn  maxγPL0 ρ
k
npγq.
4. Localization
We now prove the main localization results, using 4 lemmas which we state in the
beginning of this section. The proofs for these lemmas are deferred to the end of this
section, and we first prove Theorems 2.1,2.2 and Corollary 2.3.
9The first lemma establishes the existence and uniqueness of pγkn,β and shows that trun-
cated quantities are good approximations. The first part is due to [6] (Lemma 3.1).
Lemma 4.1.
(1) For all n 6 8 we have Rkn Ñ 0 as k Ñ8 with Pn-probability 1.
(2) For all 1 6 k, n 6 8, β P r0,8s and δ ¡ 0 quantities pγkn,β, pw
k
n,β and pw
k
n,βpδq are
well defined with Pn-probability 1.
(3) For all β P r0,8s, n 6 8 we have pγkn,β Ñ pγn,β as k Ñ8 with Pn-probability 1.
(4) for all δ ¡ 0, β P r0,8s we have lim infkÑ8 pw
k
8,β pw
k
8,βpδq ¡ 0 with P8-probability
1.
In this lemma we show that truncated quantities of both the finite and limiting system
can be coupled such that they are arbitrarily close to each other.
Lemma 4.2. For all δ ¡ 0, ǫ ¡ 0, there exist K, pNkqk > K such that for all k > K and
n > Nk there exists a coupling Pn 8 of π
k
n and π
k
8
under which with probability at least
1 ǫ:
(1) |pwk
n,βn
 pwk
8,β
8
|   ǫ
(2) }pγk
n,βn
 pγk
8,β
8
}
8
  ǫ
(3) pwk
n,βn
pδq   pwk
8,β
8
pδ{2q   ǫ
The following improves on the results of Lemma 4.1 as it shows that approximation by
truncated quantities can be made uniform in n. The first part is Proposition 3.3 in [6].
Lemma 4.3.
(1) For all ǫ, δ ¡ 0 there exists K such that Rkn   δ with Pn-probability at least 1  ǫ
for all k ¡ K and all n 6 8.
(2) For all ǫ, δ ¡ 0 there exists K such that }pγk
n,βn
 pγn,βn
}
8
  δ with Pn-probability
at least 1 ǫ for all k ¡ K and all n 6 8.
(3) For all ǫ, δ ¡ 0, there exists K, η ¡ 0 such that pwk
n,βn
pδq   pwk
n,βn
 η with Pn-
probability at least 1 ǫ for all k ¡ K and k 6 n 6 8.
In this lemma we show concentration with truncated quantities (unless β
8
 8, in
which case this is essentially Theorem 2.1).
Lemma 4.4. For all δ ¡ 0, ǫ ¡ 0, there exists ν ¡ 0 and K, pNkqk > K (case β
8
  8) or
N (case β
8
 8) such that with Pn-probability at least 1 ǫ

1
n
log µk
n,βn

s : }s pγk
n,βn
}
8
¡ δ
	
> ν (case β
8
  8)

1
n
log µn,βn

s : }s pγn,βn
}
8
¡ δ
	
> νβn (case β8  8),
(4.1)
for all k ¡ K, n ¡ Nk (case β
8
  8) or n ¡ N (case β
8
 8).
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. If β
8
 8 we can just quote Lemma 4.4. Otherwise, fix ǫ ¡ 0,
δ ¡ 0 and write
µn,βn

s : }s pγk
n,βn
}
8
¡ δ
	
6 µk
n,βn

s : }s pγk
n,βn
}
8
¡ δ
	
 sup
$
&
%
dµn,βn
dµk
n,βn
psq : }s pγk
n,βn
}
8
¡ δ
,
.
-
(4.2)
By Lemma 4.4 the first factor on the r.h.s. is exponentially decaying in n with some rate
ν ¡ 0 with probability at least 1 ǫ for all properly large k, n. On the other hand
dµn,βn
dµk
n,βn
psq 6
Q
k
n,βn
Qn,βn
exp

βnnR
k
n
	
6 exp

βnnR
k
n
	
,
and therefore using Lemma 4.3 part (1) and choosing k large enough, we can have the
second factor in (4.2) grow exponentially in n with rate at most ν{2 also with probability
at least 1 ǫ. Finally, from part (2) of Lemma 4.3 for possibly larger k, we can have also
}pγn,βn
 pγk
n,βn
}
8
  δ{2 with the same probability. Combining the above, we complete the
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Fix ǫ, δ ¡ 0. From Lemma 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 it follows that we can
find k large enough and then n large enough such that with Pn 8 probability at least 1ǫ
}pγn,βn
 pγk
n,βn
}
8
  δ , }pγk
n,βn
 pγk
8,β
8
}
8
  δ , }pγk
8,β
8
 pγ
8,β
8
}
8
  δ .
This gives }pγn,βn
 pγ
8,β
8
}
8
  3δ with Pn 8 probability 1  ǫ for all n sufficiently large.
Since ǫ, δ are arbitrary, the result follows. 
Proof of Corollary 2.3. We can use Skorohod Representation Theorem or the proof of The-
orem 2.2, to conclude that for any ǫ, δ ¡ 0 if n is large enough Pn 8p}pγn,βn
 pγ
8,β
8
}
8
 
δq ¡ 1ǫ. Then, possibly for larger n, from Theorem 2.1 we have µn,βn

}s pγn,βn
}
8
¡ δ
	
6 ǫ
with Pn-probability at least 1ǫ. By the total probability formula this implies Pnp}Sn,βn
pγn,βn
}
8
¡ δq 6 2ǫ. All together we have Pn 8

}Sn,βn  pγ
8,β
8
}
8
¡ 2δ
	
6 3ǫ and since
δ, ǫ are arbitrary, the result follows. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Part (1) is Lemma 3.1 in [6]. For part (2), existence of a maximizer
in (2.9) will follow if we show that W kn,β is upper semi-continuous, since L
0 is compact
in the }  }
8
topology. Indeed, Epq is lower semi-continuous (Proposition 3.1). As for
πknpq, from part (1), given ǫ ¡ 0 and γ0 P L
0 we may find k1 such that R
k1
n   ǫ, and set
δ  min
 
|ylσ  γ0px
l
σq| : 1 6 l   k1, y
l
σ  γ0px
l
σq
(
. Then, for }γ  γ0}8   δ
πknpγq   π
k
npγ0q  R
k1
n   π
k
npγ0q   ǫ
which implies upper semi-continuity.
It remains to show uniqueness. If β  0 we have pγkn,0  0, which is the minimum of
E (Proposition 3.1). If β  n  k  8, uniqueness was proved in [6] (see Proposition
11
4.1 and the unique way to extend U to a continuous increasing path P ). For β  8,
n ^ k   8 uniqueness holds by definition. In the remaining cases, assume the contrary
and let pγ0, qγ0 be two different maximizers of W
k
n,β. Then pι0  Iπknp pγ0q must be different
from qι0  Iπknp qγ0q, because the minimizer of Epγq in tγ P L
0 : Iπknpγq  ιu is unique, as it
follows from the strict convexity of Epq. We proceed as in Proposition 4.1 in [6]. Without
loss of generality there must exists 1 6 j 6 n such that with positive Pn-probability
max
γ : jPI
pikn
pγq
W kn,βpγq  max
γ : jRI
pikn
pγq
W kn,βpγq.
But conditioned on pZinqi > 1, pU
i
nqij the r.h.s of the above event is a constant while the
l.h.s is an absolutely continuous (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) random variable. It follows
that this probability is zero, which is a contradiction. This proves part (2).
Part (3) is is trivial if n   8. If n  8, by compactness Dpklql > 1, rγ0 P L
0 s.t. pγkl
8,β Ñ rγ0
as lÑ8. Then
W
8,β prγ0q > lim sup
lÑ8
W
8,β

pγ
kl
8,β
	
> lim sup
lÑ8
W
kl
8,β

pγ
kl
8,β
	
> lim sup
lÑ8
W
kl
8,β ppγ8,βq W8,β ppγ8,βq  pw8,β,
where the first inequality follows from upper semi-continuity. By uniqueness it must be
that rγ0  pγ
8,β and since this is true for any subsequence of pγ
k
8,β, the result follows.
As for part (4), if the statement had been false, then there would have been sequences
pklql > 1 and pqγ
kl
8,βql > 1 such that lim suplÑ8W
kl
8,βpqγ
kl
8,βq > lim inf lÑ8W
kl
8,βppγ
kl
8,βq and
}qγ
kl
8,β  pγ
kl
8,β}8 > δ. By compactness we could further suppose that qγ
kl
8,β Ñ qγ8,β as
lÑ8. Then upper semi-continuity would have implied
W
8,βpqγ8,βq > lim sup
lÑ8
W
8,βpqγ
kl
8,βq > lim sup
lÑ8
W
kl
8,βpqγ
kl
8,βq
> lim inf
lÑ8
W
kl
8,βppγ
kl
8,βq > lim inf
lÑ8
W
kl
8,βppγ8,βq W8,βppγ8,βq,
and part (3) would have given }qγ
8,β  pγ8,β}8 > δ ¡ 0. This would have violated the
uniqueness of the global maximizer. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. As in Proposition 3.2 of [6], it follows from (3.5) and Skorohod Rep-
resentation Theorem that for any k, d0 ¡ 0, we can couple together π
k
n and π
k
8
such that
dpπkn, π
k
8
q   d0 with arbitrarily high probability as long as n is large enough. Call this
coupling measure Pn 8 and observe that the absolute continuity of Z
j
8
, j  1, . . . k implies
that by choosing m0 sufficiently small, we can make mpπ
k
8
q ¡ m0 occur with Pn 8 prob-
ability arbitrarily close to 1. Using Proposition 3.2 part (2), if d0 is chosen small enough,
this implies πkn, π
k
8
P Σkpm0{2q. Now given ǫ ¡ 0, Proposition 3.2 part (3) applied to
πkn and π
k
8
with pγk
n,βn
and pγk
8,β
8
together with the assumption on βn guarantee that by
further restricting d0 we have |pw
k
n,βn
 pwk
8,β
8
|   ǫ. This shows (1).
As for (2), for any ǫ ¡ 0 it follows from Lemma 4.1 part (4), that there exists η ¡ 0, such
that pwk
8,β
8
pǫq   pwk
8,β
8
 η, if k is large enough with arbitrarily high Pn 8 probability.
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Then, using Proposition 3.2 part (3) again, for d0 and n large it must be that W
k
n,βn
pγq  
pwk
8,β
8
 η{2 for all γ P L0 such that }γ  pγk
8,β
8
}
8
¡ 2ǫ. Then from part (1), for possibly
smaller d0, all such γ satisfy W
k
n,βn
pγq   pwk
n,βn
 η{3. This shows }pγk
n,βn
 pγk
8,β
8
}
8
6 2ǫ
as required.
Finally, given δ ¡ 0 we may find γ P L0 satisfying }γ  pγk
n,βn
}
8
> δ and W k
n,βn
pγq 
pwk
n,βn
pδq. Then using part (2) and Proposition 3.2 part (3), provided d0 is sufficiently
small and k, n are sufficiently large, we may find rγ P L0 satisfying }rγpγk
8,β
8
}
8
> δ{2 and
W k
8,β
8
prγq ¡ pwk
n,βn
pδq  ǫ where ǫ ¡ 0 is given. This shows (3). 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Part (1) is Proposition 3.3 in [6]. For part (2), fix δ, ǫ ¡ 0 and use
Lemma 4.1 part (4) to find η ¡ 0 such that pwk
8,β
8
pδq   pwk
8,β
8
 η with P
8
-probability
at least 1 ǫ, as long as k is large enough. Then, use Lemma 4.2, to find n large enough
such that
pwk
n,βn
p2δq   pwk
n,βn
 η{2 (4.3)
with Pn 8-probability at least 1 2ǫ. Now, from part (1), with probability at least 1 3ǫ
we can also have Rkn   η{4 for all n, possibly by further restricting k. In this case, it must
be that
}pγl
n,βn
 pγk
n,βn
}
8
  2δ , (4.4)
for all l > k. Then }pγl
n,βn
 pγn,βn
}
8
  4δ for all l > k. This shows part (2). But then
from (4.3), (4.4) and the restriction on Rkn, we have pw
l
n,βn
p4δq   pwl
n,βn
 η{4 for all l > k,
for possibly larger k. This shows part (3). The restriction on n can be enforced by a
restriction on k. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let us treat the β
8
  8 case first. Write
µk
n,βn
ps : }s pγk
n,βn
}
8
¡ δq
6 µk
n,βn
ps : }Λπknpsq  pγ
k
n,βn
}
8
> δ{2q
  µk
n,βn
ps : }s Λπknpsq}8 ¡ δ{2 , }Λπknpsq  pγ
k
n,βn
}
8
  δ{2q. (4.5)
Now,
µk
n,βn

s : }Λπknpsq  pγ
k
n,βn
}
8
> δ{2
	
6
¸
ι
µk
n,βn

Iπknpsq  ι
	
(4.6)
where the sum is over all ι P Ipπknq such that }Γπknpιq  pγ
k
n,βn
}
8
> δ{2. Each such term
satisfies
µk
n,βn

Iπknpsq  ι
	

µn

exp
 
nβnπ
k
npsq

; Iπknpsq  ι

µn

exp
 
nβnπ
k
npsq

6
exp

nβnπ
k
n

Γπknpιq
		
µn

ι  Iπknpsq
	
exp

nβnπ
k
n

pγk
n,βn
		
µn

Iπkn

pγk
n,βn
	
 Iπknpsq
	 . (4.7)
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As in the previous proof, for any k ¡ 0 we may find m0 ¡ 0, such that with arbitrarily
high probability πkn P Σkpm0q as long as n is large enough. Then, by Proposition 3.1 part
(2) and Proposition 3.3 part (1)

1
n
log

µk
n,βn

Iπknpsq  ι
	
> W k
n,βn

Λπkn

pγk
n,βn
		
W k
n,βn

Γπknpιq
	
  op1q
> pwk
n,βn
W k
n,βn

Γπknpιq
	
  op1q.
Plugging this into (4.6), noting that there are at most 2k terms in the sum there and using
Lemma 4.3 part (3), we infer that there exists ν1 ¡ 0, such that
Pn


1
n
log µk
n,βn

s : }Λπknpsq  pγ
k
n,βn
}
8
> δ{2
	
> ν1
	
> 1 ǫ (4.8)
for large enough k, n. At the same time, the second term in (4.5) is clearly bounded by
¸
ι
µk
n,βn

}s Γπknpιq}8 ¡ δ{2



Iπknpsq  ι
	

¸
ι
µn

}s Γπknpιq}8 ¡ δ{2



Iπknpsq  ι
	
,
where the sum is over all ι P Ipπknq such that }Γπknpιq  pγ
k
n,βn
}
8
  δ{2. We may now use
Proposition 3.3 part (2) and the bound on the number of terms, to conclude that there
exists ν2 ¡ 0 such that
Pn


1
n
log

µk
n,βn

s : }s Λπknpsq}8 ¡ δ{2 , }Λπknpsq  pγ
k
n,βn
}
8
  δ{2
	
> ν2
	
> 1 ǫ
(4.9)
This holds uniformly in k, but n needs to be large enough. Combining (4.5), (4.8) and
(4.9), we complete the β
8
  8 case.
If β
8
 8 we take k  |D0n|  n
2
{4 2. Then from (4.7) we get for all γ P L0n

1
n
log µn,βn
pγq > βnp pwn,βn
Wn,βn
pγqq  Op1q .
Then, since there are at most 2n paths and using Lemma 4.3 part (3), we obtain for some
ν ¡ 0

1
n
log µn,βn

s : }s pγn,βn
}
8
¡ δ
	
> νβn Op1q >
1
2
νβn ,
with Pn-probability at least 1 ǫ as long as n is large enough. 
5. The Limit distribution
Proof of Proposition 2.4. For β P p0,8q, set Yβpγq  β
1W
8,βpγq  π8pγq  β
1Epγq. If
0   β2   β1   8 then
Eppγ
8,β2q 
Yβ1ppγ8,β2q  Yβ2ppγ8,β2q
β1
2
 β1
1
6
Yβ1ppγ8,β1q  Yβ2ppγ8,β1q
β1
2
 β1
1
 Eppγ
8,β1q .
This shows Eppγ
8,β2q ¤s Eppγ8,β1q. It remains to show that Eppγ8,β2q   Eppγ8,β1q with
positive probability. Recall the definitions of Zi, V i and Ti in (2.8). For any δ ¡ 0, from
Lemma 4.1 part (1) we may find k0 such that R
k0
8
  δ with P
8
-probability at least 1
2
.
Also, there exists t0 large enough such that Tk0   t0 with P8-probability at least
3
4
. Then
1
2
6 P
8
pRk0
8
  δq  E
8

P
8
pRk0
8
  δ|Tk0q
	
6 P
8
pRk0
8
  δ|Tk0  t0q  
1
4
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where for the last inequality we use the obvious monotonicity of t ÞÑ P
8
pRk0
8
  δ|Tk0  tq.
Since the last term is independent of k0 and using the monotonicity again we in fact have
P
8
pRk
8
  δ|Tk > t0q >
1
4
(5.1)
for all k. Next, it is not difficult to verify that we can find δ, η ¡ 0 small enough as well
as 0   t1   t2   t3 and z1, z2 P D
0, such that on the event
A 
 
|Ti  ti|   η, |Z
i
 zi|   η for i  1, 2 , T3 > t3 and R
3
8
  δ
(
the following holds:
(1) |aπ
8
p1, 2q| ¡ 1. In other words, no L0-curve can take both Z1 and Z2.
(2) Epγ1q ¡ Epγ2q and W
8,βipγjq ¡ 0 for i, j  1, 2, where γi  Γπ8pt0, i,8uq.
(3) Dǫ ¡ 0 such that W
8,β1pγ1q W8,β1pγ2q ¡ ǫ and W8,β2pγ2q W8,β2pγ1q ¡ ǫ.
(4) β1pV
3
 R3
8
q   ǫ.
In light of (2.8) and (5.1), event A has positive probability under P
8
for any choice of
parameters. At the same time, the above conditions guarantee that pγ
8,β1  pγ8,β2 . Now,
if Eppγ
8,β1q  Eppγ8,β2q it must be that π8ppγ8,β1q  π8ppγ8,β2q, for otherwise one of pγ8,βi
cannot be a maximizer. But then it has to be the case that pγ
8,β1 , pγ8,β2 are both maximizers
of W
8,β1 and W8,β2 which contradicts uniqueness. Therefore Eppγ8,β1q ¡ Eppγ8,β2q as
desired. The cases β2  0 and/or β1  8 are proved in a similar way. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Although pγ
8,β might not be defined for all β for a given envi-
ronment, it is the case for pw
8,β with P8-probability 1, as the proof of Lemma 4.1 shows.
This makes βc well defined and shows part (1). Part (2) holds since if for some β0 and
γ0 P L
0
zt0u we have W
8,β0pγ0q > 0 then pw8,β ¡ 0 for all β ¡ β0. For parts (3) and (4),
define γz P L
0 as the curve γz  lineartp0, 0q, z, p1, 0qu, where z  px, yq P D. We claim
that
C1

y2
x
 
y2
1x
	
6 Epγzq 6 C2

y2
x
 
y2
1x
	
for some positive C1, C2. This can be verified by a simple calculation. This in turn implies
that the set tz P D : Epγzq 6 δu has Lebesgue measure Θp
?
δq as δ Ñ 0.
Next, from LLN there exists a.s. k0 such that Tk 6 2k for all k ¡ k0. Then, conditioning
on pTkqk > 1, for all such k > k0 and any β ¡ 0 we have
P
8
pW
8,βpγZkq ¡ 0| pTkqk > 1q > P8

EpγZkq   βp2kq

1
α


> Cβ1{2k
1
2α
and events tW
8,βpγZkq ¡ 0uk > k0 are (conditionally) independent. Now, for α ¡
1
2
and
any β ¡ 0, the sum of the probabilities above diverges, whence we may conclude via
Borel-Cantelli Lemma that with P
8
-probability 1 there will be k1 ¡ k0 for which 0  
W
8,βpγZk1 q 6 pw8,β. Since β is arbitrary the proof for part (3) is complete.
For part (4), we need to show P
8
p pw
8,β  0q Ñ 1 as β Ñ 0. Let ǫ ¡ 0 be arbitrarily
small. It is not difficult to see that there exists η ¡ 0 such that Tk > ηk for all k > 1 with
P
8
-probability at least 1 ǫ. On this event and if α   1
Qk 
¸
m > k
V m 6 Ck


1
α
1
	
.
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Now, for γ P L0 set lpγq  min pIπ
8
pγqzt0uq - the smallest index of a mass reached by
γ. Then Proposition 3.1-(2) implies that W
8,βpγq 6 βQ
lpγq
 EpγZlpγqq for all γ P L
0.
Therefore, if α is further restricted α   1
3
and β is small enough,
P
8
p pw
8,β  0q   ǫ > P8pβQ
k
EpγZkq 6 0 for all k | Tk > ηk ; k  1, . . . q
>
8
¹
k1

1 Cβ1{2k


1
2α

1
2
	


> exp
#
Cβ1{2
8
¸
k1
k


1
2α

1
2
	
+
and the last term goes to 1 as β Ñ 0. Since ǫ is arbitrarily, this concludes the last part of
the proposition. 
6. Proofs for Subsection 3.1
Proof of Proposition 3.1. E is lower semi-continuous as a rate function of a large deviations
principle. Strict convexity and positivity away from 0 are inherited from e. This shows
(1). As for (2), by Jensen’s inequality for any 0 6 l   r 6 1 we have
» r
l
epγ1pxqqdx > pr  lqe

1
rl
» r
l
γ1pxqdx


 pr  lqe

γprq  γplq
r  l


.
This gives Eplinearptpl, γplqq, pr, γprqquq1I
rl,rsq 6 Epγ1Irl,rsq and the proof is completed by
summation. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. The first two parts are easy to verify. As for the third, fix
χ0   8, m0 ¡ 0, γ P L
0, let σ, rσ P Σχ0pm0q and set d0  dpσ, rσq. We shall show that,
once d0 is small enough, we can explicitly construct a rγ P L
0 satisfying (3a), (3b), (3c)
with ǫ  ǫpχ0,m0, d0q independently of γ, σ, rσ and that ǫpχ0,m0, d0q Ñ 0 as d0 Ñ 0 for
all χ0, m0. In what follows, we shall often omit the σ, rσ subscript and instead add tilde
above quantities related to rσ. Let ι  pιjq
|ι|
j1  Iσpγq and recall that the indices in ι are
ordered according to the x-coordinate of the indexed masses. This induces a piecewise
decomposition of γ:
γ 
|ι|1
¸
j1
γj ; γj  γ1I
r
x
ιj ,x
ιj 1
q
.
We will use this decomposition to construct rγ. Formally for j  1, . . . , |ι|  1 set
rγ
j

pxq  ryιj   a
j

pγjpxιj   bjpx rxιj qq  yιj q   c
j

px rxιj q1I
r
rx
ιj ,rx
ιj 1
q
,
where
a
j


∆rxpιj ,ιj 1q	∆rypιj ,ιj 1q
∆xpιj ,ιj 1q	∆ypιj ,ιj 1q
; bj 
∆xpιj ,ιj 1q
∆rxpιj ,ιj 1q
; cj

 

1 aj

bj
	
,
and let rγ 
°
|ι|1
j1 rγ
j where
rγj 
"
rγ
j
 
if rapιj , ιj 1q > apιj , ιj 1q.
rγ
j

otherwise.
(6.1)
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We now argue that rγ is in L0 and satisfies (3a), (3b), (3c). Indeed, it is easy to verify that
each piece rγj is supported on rrxιj , rxιj 1q and satisfies rγj prxιj q  ryιj and rγj pprxιj 1qq 
ryιj 1 . Also not difficult is aj

 1  op1q, bj  1  op1q, cj

 op1q as d0 Ñ 0 and
c
j


rapιj , ιj 1q  apιj , ιj 1q
1	 apιj , ιj 1q
,
which implies that cj

> 0 when it is used for rγj in (6.1). Then since d
dx
rγ
j


d
dx
γj  
c
j

 
1	 d
dx
γj

and


d
dx
γj

 6 1 on pxιj , xιj 1q, it follows that



d
dx
rγ
j




6 1 on prxιj , rxιj 1q once
d0 is sufficiently small. This shows that rγ P L
0.
Now, since γ, rγ P L0, we have for all j and x P rxιj _ rxιj , xιj 1 ^ rxιj 1q

γjpxq  rγjpxq






ryιj   a
j

 
γj
 
xιj   bjpx rxιj q

 yιj

  c
j

px rxιj q  γjpxq






ryιj   γjpxq  yιj  γjpxq   op1q


 op1q.
as d0 Ñ 0. Therefore (3a) follows from
}γ  rγ}
8
6
 
sup
1 6 j 6 |ι|1
}pγj  rγjq1I
r
x
ιj
_rx
ιj , x
ιj 1
^rx
ιj 1
q
}
8

  2 sup
1 6 j 6 |ι|
|xιj  rxιj |  op1q.
For (3b) write
rσprγq >
|ι|
¸
j1
rvιj >
|ι|
¸
j1
pvιj   op1qq  σpγq   op1q.
Finally (3c) comes from
Eprγq 
»
1
0
e

d
dx
rγ


dx 
|ι|1
¸
j1
»
rx
ιj 1
rx
ιj
e

d
dx
rγ


dx 
|ι|1
¸
j1
»
rx
ιj 1
rx
ιj
e

d
dx
γ   op1q


dx
6
|ι|1
¸
j1
1
bj
» x
ιj 1
x
ιj
e

d
dx
γ


dx  op1q  Epγq   op1q,
where we used the uniform continuity and boundedness of e in r1, 1s. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. We shall use a standard tilting argument. Let µ be a probability
measure under which pξiq
8
i1 are independent, symmetric 1 random variables. Set S0  0,
Sk 
°k
i1 ξi for k  1, . . . . For any λ P R, we denote by µ
λ the exponential tilting of µ,
namely
µλpξi  xq 
eλxµpξ  xq
µeλξi
,
where µf denotes expectation of f with respect to µ.
It is easy to verify that
µλpSn  xq  exptλx nLpλquµpSn  xq, (6.2)
where Lpλq  log
 
µeλξi

. Moreover, all moments of ξi under µ
λ are C8 as a function of
λ and in particular λ ÞÑ µλξi  L
1
pλq is increasing and tending to 1 as λÑ 8.
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If |x|   n, we may choose λ  λpxq such that µλξi  L
1
pλpxqq  x
n
, in which case
e
 
x
n

 λpxq x
n
 Lpλpxqq where epxq  supλPRtλx  Lpλqu and the latter is an implicit
form of (2.2) (see, for instance, Lemma 2.2.5 in [4]). Then (6.2) becomes
µpSn  xq  exp
!
ne
x
n
	)
µλpxqpSn  xq. (6.3)
We may then use local Central Limit Theorem for Sn under µ
λ, which holds uniformly on
any bounded set of λ-s, since in this case we have a uniform bound on moments of ξi. It
follows that for any θ   1, there exists C1  C1pθq ¡ 0, C2  C2pθq ¡ 0 such that
C1 exp
!
ne
x
n
	)
n1{2 6 µpSn  xq 6 C2 exp
!
ne
x
n
	)
n1{2,
for all x such that µpSn  xq  0 and


x
n


  θ. This implies

1
n
log µpSn  xq  e
x
n
	
  op1q.
Now fix χ0   8, m0 ¡ 0 and let σ P Σχ0,npm0q and ι P Ipσq. Then

1
n
log µn pι  Iσpsqq  
1
n
|ι|1
¸
j1
log µ

Sn∆xσpιj ,ιj 1q  n∆yσpιj , ιj 1q
	

|ι|1
¸
j1
∆xσpιj , ιj 1q pe paσpιj , ιj 1qq   op1qq
 E pΓσpιqq   op1q,
uniformly as desired.
As for the second part, fix in addition δ ¡ 0 and let σ, ι be as before. Then
µn p }s Γσpιq}8 ¡ δ| Iσpsq  ιq
6
|ι|1
¸
j1
µ
 
D 0 6 k 6 n∆xσpιj , ιj 1q : |Sk  k aσpιj , ιj 1q| ¡ δn


Sn∆xσpιj ,ιj 1q  n∆yσpιj , ιj 1q, Sn∆xσpιj ,iq  n∆yσpιj , iq; i R ι

. (6.4)
For the rest of the proof, we write ∆xj,∆yj, ∆aj as a short for ∆xσpιj , ιj 1q, ∆yσpιj , ιj 1q,
∆aσpιj , ιj 1q and ∆xjpiq,∆yjpiq as a short for ∆xσpιj , iq, ∆yσpιj , iq. Choosing λj such that
µλjξi  L
1
pλjq  aj and setting rSk  Skk aj , the j-th term in the above sum is equal to
µλj

D δn{2 6 k 6 n∆xj : |rSk| ¡ δn



rSn∆xj  0,
rSn∆xjpiq  n p∆yjpiq ∆xjpiqajq ; i R ι
	
6
°n∆xj
kδn{2
µλj

|
rSk| ¡ δn
	
µλj

rSn∆xj  0
	

°
iRι µ
λj

rSn∆xjpiq  n p∆yjpiq ∆xjpiqajq ,
rSn∆xj  0
	 .
For the numerator, Cramer’s Theorem implies

1
n
log µλj

|
rSk| ¡ δn
	
> preλj pδq ^ reλj pδqq   op1q,
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as nÑ 8, uniformly in the range of k, where reλpq is Cramer’s rate function for ξi  µ
λξi
under µλ. It is easy to verify that repxq  infλPp8, 8q re
λ
pxq is positive away from 0,
whence there exists η  ηpδq such that

1
n
log
 
n∆xj
¸
δn{2
µλj p|rSk| ¡ δnq

> η   op1q,
as nÑ8 uniformly as desired. On the other hand, by local CLT, we have
µλj

rSn∆xj  0
	
 Ωpn1{2q
and
µλj

rSn∆xjpiq  n p∆yjpiq ∆xjpiqajq ,
rSn∆xj  0
	
 Opn1q,
as n Ñ 8 uniformly in σ P Σχ0pm0q, ι P Ipσq and j. Together, this implies that the
denominator is Ωpn1{2q and the proof is complete. 
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